TBI. 13, 19 However, MRI takes longer to perform than CT, requires patients to hold still for an extended time, and often requires sedation, all of which limits its use in pediatric patients. QuickBrain MRI (qbMRI) includes rapid acquisition of axial, sagittal, and coronal T2-weighted fast spin echo images. Images can be obtained in approximately 1-3 minutes. qbMRI was studied previously to evaluate ventriculoperitoneal shunt failure in children with hydrocephalus and was found to equal the accuracy of CT; only approximately 4% of patients in both the CT and MRI groups needed an anxiolytic/sedative. 21 According to a recent survey, approximately 80% of institutions with a pediatric neurosurgeon on staff have qbMRI capabilities, but the modality's clinical utility remains uncertain because more than 97% of these institutions still use CT for the evaluation of pediatric head trauma. 11, 15, 20 However, the effectiveness of qbMRI in diagnosing ciTBI in the acute setting is unknown. The primary objective of this pilot study was to assess the accuracy of qbMRI in detecting acute radiographic TBI in pediatric patients.
Methods
This was a retrospective cohort study of pediatric patients who presented to the ED for an evaluation of head trauma. The Oregon Health & Science University Institutional Review Board reviewed and approved this study and waived the requirement for informed consent. We conducted the study at a single Level I trauma center affiliated with a children's hospital in Portland, Oregon, from February 2010 to December 2013. This institution is 1 of 2 Level I trauma centers and 1 of 2 children's hospitals that serve the state of Oregon. The 2 trauma centers care for children and adults entered into the state trauma system according to their geographic designation in the Portland metropolitan area. The majority of emergency medical services transports directly from the scene of injury come from urban settings, and trauma transfers are often from rural areas of the state.
We screened all pediatric patients with trauma who were younger than 15 years (the age-based definition of a child in the Oregon Trauma System) and were cared for in the formal trauma system at our institution between February 2010 and December 2013. February 2010 was the time at which qbMRI began being used routinely for follow-up imaging in cases of TBI in our pediatric intensive care unit (PICU). We included patients who also underwent qbMRI during their acute hospital stay. We excluded patients who required an open neurosurgical procedure before qbMRI or patients for whom we could not access the initial head CT images from an outside hospital.
The principal investigator (D.C.S.) abstracted all clinical data from the electronic medical record (EPIC 2010), including sex, age at arrival, whether the patient was transferred or presented to the study institution for initial evaluation, GCS score on arrival, PICU length of stay (LOS), total hospital LOS, whether the patient was intubated endotracheally (including duration in days), whether a neurosurgical procedure was performed, death while in hospital, and the time interval (in hours) between head CT and qbMRI. ciTBI was defined as previously described to include intubation duration greater than 24 hours, total hospital LOS greater than 48 hours, need for a neurosurgical procedure, and/or death. 1 QuickBrain MRI has been used routinely at our institution to perform follow-up imaging in all pediatric patients with TBI during their hospitalization. In addition, a number of pediatric patients with spinal cord conditions can undergo qbMRI for evaluation but in fact have no intracranial lesion; therefore, they represent a population with negative head-imaging results. CT and qbMRI were reviewed for the presence of an intracranial lesion, characterization of the location of the lesion (if present) as intraaxial or extraaxial, and whether midline shift was seen. All images were deidentified and placed in discreet folders within our imaging system before review. The head CT and qbMR images were then reviewed independently by 2 neuroradiology fellows (1 board certified in radiology and 1 board eligible in radiology) who could not link the images to individual patients. If a discrepancy between the 2 reviews was present, the formal attending neuroradiology interpretation of the study as documented in the medical record was reviewed and used in conjunction with the attending pediatric neurosurgical consultation note to resolve disagreements in interpretation by the study radiologists. All lesions missed on qbMRI were reviewed by an unblinded study pediatric neurosurgeon. Clinical and image review data were entered directly into an electronic database by the principal investigator (clinical data) or neuroradiology fellows (image review) independently.
outcomes
The primary outcomes were the sensitivity and specificity of qbMRI in detecting pediatric TBI that had already been confirmed by CT. The secondary outcomes included the sensitivity of qbMRI to detect ciTBI, the sensitivity and specificity of qbMRI to detect midline shift, and characterization of the intracranial compartment containing the mass lesion as intraaxial or extraaxial. For all measures, head CT was used as the reference against which qbMRI was measured.
statistical analysis
We used descriptive statistics to characterize the sample and use of imaging modalities. We calculated the sensitivity and specificity of qbMRI for pediatric TBI by first comparing the results to CT-based radiographic findings and then by evaluating them for clinically important outcomes (secondary outcome). We used the Wilson-score method for binomial proportions to calculate 95% CIs for sensitivity and specificity.
results

Characteristics of study subjects
A total of 54 patients met full inclusion criteria ( Fig.  1) . The median age of the cohort was 3.24 years (range 0.03-12.3 years), and 65% were male. The majority (82%) of the patients were transferred from another hospital. The GCS score was 14 or greater in 40 (74%) patients; 9 (17%) patients had a GCS score less than 8. ciTBI was present in 34 (63%) patients, and no children died during their hospi-tal stay. The average time interval between the initial head CT and qbMRI was 27.5 hours (range, 3.8-146.1 hours), and 41% occurred within 12 hours (Table 1) . No qbMRI was obtained in the ED for initial evaluation.
Intracranial Lesion Identification
The sensitivity and specificity of qbMRI to detect any radiographic TBI were 85% (95% CI 73%-93%) and 100% (95% CI 61%-100%), respectively ( Fig. 2 ; Tables  2 and 3 ). When we performed the analysis using only patients with a ciTBI, the sensitivity increased to 100% (95% CI 89%-100%), and the specificity remained 100% (95% CI 34%-100%).
Missed intracranial lesions
The unblinded review by the study pediatric neurosurgeon (N.R.S.) of lesions missed on qbMRI by neuroradiology is detailed in Table 4 . These reviews occurred after the independent neuroradiology reviews were complete and a lesion was not identified. All except 1 patient were found to have a subgaleal hematoma and skull fracture, which suggests that small epidural hematomas found on initial CT had decompressed into the subgaleal space before follow-up qbMRI. In the 1 additional case, both the head CT and qbMRI were read by the blinded radiologists as revealing a contusion, but no obvious or clinically significant contusion was seen on either imaging modality retrospectively by the study pediatric neurosurgeon. The average time between qbMRI and CT for missed lesions was 21.6 hours (range 5.1-39.1 hours).
Characterization of intracranial bleed location
Thirty-eight qbMRI studies were noted to show an intracranial hemorrhage (i.e., excluded contusions, skull fractures, etc.). In these studies, 92% of the qbMRI studies correctly characterized the lesion as intraaxial instead of extraaxial.
visualization of Midline shift
Midline shift was noted on head CT in 8 patients. The sensitivity and specificity of qbMRI to detect the midline shift were 75% (95% CI 41%-93%) and 90% (95% CI 75%-97%), respectively (Tables 2 and 5 ), in patients who had a lesion identified with qbMRI. In the studies identified by radiologists to be qbMRI false negative, the study pediatric neurosurgeon obtained very similar measurements of midline shift in both qbMRI and CT images, contrary to the radiologist's review. In the studies noted to be qbMRI false positive, the study pediatric neurosurgeon retrospectively noted midline shift in both CT images and qbMRI in 1 case but agreed that there was no midline shift on the initial CT in 2 cases in which it was seen later in qbMRI. The time intervals between CT and qbMRI in these latter 2 cases were 15.6 and 22.5 hours, and both patients subsequently underwent a neurosurgical procedure after the qbMRI, which suggests that the qbMRI detected a clinically significant deterioration that altered management (rather than providing more accurate information).
Discussion
To our knowledge, literature on the accuracy of qbMRI for pediatric head trauma in the acute setting is sparse. Although ours was a small pilot study, the findings support the concept of MRI as a potentially viable alternative to CT for evaluating acute pediatric head trauma. We found qbMRI to be reasonably accurate for detecting pediatric TBI, which suggests that qbMRI has the potential to serve as an alternative to CT when TBI is suspected. However, larger, prospective studies are needed to confirm our findings.
Ionizing radiation from head CT is an important public health problem. As CT scan availability has become more widespread, there has been a substantial increase in CT use in the United States, and children can be exposed to multiple studies during their lifetime. 1, 9 Studies have estimated a 1 in 1500 to 1 in 5000 patient incidence of cancer from CT scans during a child's life. 16 In addition, 1 study found that of all CT scans ordered for adolescents, the majority were head CT scans (90%), and more than 600,000 head and abdominal CT scans were performed annually in children younger than 15 years. 3, 4 The risk of leukemia from CT of the head is highest in children younger than 5 years, and children in this age group frequently present with head injury, 14 as supported by the median age of 3 years in our cohort. Attempts to reduce exposure to ionizing radiation in children could include improving education on radiation dosing, reducing the radiation dose delivered by CT scans, and using clinical decision rules designed to reduce imaging rates. 8 MRI offers an alternative to these strategies and might be more effective in reducing radiation in locations such as the United States, where markedly reducing imaging rates might be challenging.
QuickBrain MRI has been used extensively and is now routine practice at many children's hospitals for the evaluation of ventricular size when a ventriculoperitoneal shunt malfunction is suspected. 11, 15, 21 Past studies in adults evaluated MRI as a diagnostic modality for intracranial hemorrhage. 2, 6, 7, 18 MRI studies that include specific sequences, such as susceptibility-weighted imaging (SWI) or gradient echo (GRE), are highly accurate for detecting blood while adding only minutes to the acquisition time;
7 GRE can detect blood by detecting different states of hemoglobin.
2 One investigation noted MRI with GRE sequences to be as accurate as head CT for diagnosing acute intracerebral hemorrhage, and a second study found it to be slightly more accurate than CT in identifying small bleeds. 6, 18 Results of these investigations raise the possibility that the sensitivity and specificity of a rapid MRI protocol could be maximized if these sequences that are specific for blood are added without adding substantially to the imaging time.
A recent study evaluated full-brain MRI within 5 days of acute TBI in a pediatric population and found it to be highly accurate in delineating traumatic lesions. 17 The authors of that study noted MRI to be as sensitive as CT for identifying intracranial injuries, although skull fractures were missed by MRI in 5 of 13 patients. The authors did not detail the clinical course of each patient with a missed skull fracture, but they did note the rather benign nature of a nondepressed or nondisplaced skull fracture overall. In our study, 2 skull fractures were missed, but they did not require any significant clinical interventions other than admission and observation.
In some hospitals, the feasibility of MRI can be limited because of its physical distance from the ED, limited hours of operation, long delays in access, or the need to sedate the patient to obtain quality images. A recent study evaluated the feasibility of qbMRI for evaluating TBI. 5 That study evaluated 57 children who underwent qbMRI without any accompanying head CT. The authors found that the scan time for qbMRI was 3-4 minutes and resulted in an average LOS that was comparable with that of children who underwent head CT imaging. Also, previous studies of patients with a ventriculoperitoneal shunt made qbMRI readily accessible in most centers and found that the need for a sedative and anxiolytic (approximately 4% for both) were similar between children undergoing qbMRI and those undergoing CT. 21 None of the lesions missed on qbMRI in this study fulfilled the definition of a ciTBI. Of the 7 non-ciTBIs that were missed, an unblinded evaluation of these studies by 1 of the authors revealed that there was a subgaleal hematoma and skull fracture in every case in which the original CT imaging had identified a small epidural hematoma. This finding suggests that the small hematoma seen in the original CT images might no longer have been present on the delayed-interval qbMRI because it had decompressed into the subgaleal space in the time between the scans. Midline shift detection in this trial was 75%, but this number might not reflect the ability of qbMRI to detect this finding. Two of the 3 children for whom the qbMRI did not agree with the CT imaging for midline shift went on to undergo decompressive craniotomy, which suggests that the treating pediatric neurosurgeon felt that compression or shift was present. This result suggests an interval worsening of the intracranial process, that is, not a missed finding attributable to differences in the sensitivity of the imaging modalities but a limitation of the study design because of the intentional time delay between the initial CT and follow-up qbMRI studies. Future validation of the utility of qbMRI in the evaluation of acute TBI in children should involve contemporaneous CT and qbMRI so that direct comparison of the status of intracranial lesions can be made.
This study has a number of limitations, including the retrospective study design and relatively modest sample size. The most significant limitation is that the CT and qbMRI studies were obtained intentionally at different time periods for clinical care to evaluate interval changes and progression of bleeding. With this being one of the first studies to evaluate its test characteristics for acute pediatric head trauma, qbMRI was not the standard of care; therefore, this imaging modality was not used as the initial test for any patient in this study. The sensitivity might have been higher if the interval between CT and qbMRI had been shorter. In addition, adding specific sequences, such as GRE, to evaluate for blood might help maximize sensitivity. The final limitation is that this study included patients who were evaluated for TBI and admitted to a hospital. Therefore, the majority of them had an intracranial lesion, which might have introduced selection bias to the study. All patients who did not have an intracranial injury were reviewed as such by the blinded reviewers.
Conclusions
This pilot study found that qbMRI has reasonable sensitivity for the identification of pediatric TBI in a cohort of children hospitalized for trauma. Additional work in this area and advances in MRI technology might ultimately validate the qbMRI modality for the initial evaluation of children suspected of having TBI, which would further reduce the risk of their exposure to ionizing radiation.
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